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Future of the Russian Chemical Industry 

How modern digital technologies impact the industry? 

 

“We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we 
live, work, and relate to one another”, stated the founder of the World Economic Forum in 
Davos prof. Klaus Schwab. The report delivered at last year’s forum “The Fourth Industrial 
Revolution: what it means, how to respond” attracted public attention of industry experts and 
businessmen. The question of transition to Industry 4.0 was placed on the agenda for many 
companies and countries. 

 

Four Industrial Revolutions 

The global industry went through three technological revolutions in its development (see the 
table). The fourth industrial revolution is evolving beneath our eyes. Its driving force is 
development of cyber-physical production systems, i.e. systems in which physical processes are 
highly integrated with computing. 

Industrial 
revolution 

Estimated starting time Driving force 

1. 

 

Late 18th century Steam engine, mechanical production 
equipment 

 2. 

 

1870s Division of labor, electric power, mass 
production 

 3. 

 

1970s Electronics, information technologies, 
production automation 

 4. 

 

Second half of 2010s Cyber-physical systems 

 

Though many experts among specific features of industry 4.0 apart from application of cyber-
physical systems also call a wide use of biotechnologies, material technologies and 3D printing, 
in general the ‘Industry 4.0’ term is most often associated with smart industry where most 
physical processes are digitized. The integration of physical and computing processes opens 
great opportunities for both enhancement of operational efficiency of enterprises and 
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improvement of quality of life on the planet. Moreover, application of new technologies change 
not only internal but also external environment of an enterprise which requires development of 
new approaches to doing business.  

 

Opportunities of new technologies  

The transition to Industry 4.0 became possible owing to recent progress in the field of industrial 
sensors and big data processing technologies. Cost-cutting and improvement of operating 
quality of sensors allowed implementing them in great numbers in different tangible objects 
involved in manufacturing process (components of production equipment and infrastructure, 
products or packages). The information collected by sensor systems is transferred (often 
wireless) to processing and control systems. According to the information received by sensors 
using big data technology, the complete true picture of the process is built taking into account 
many factors resulting in timely impact on industrial system for achieving maximum effect. 
Besides, the use of artificial intelligence opportunities by management systems allows for self-
adjustment and self-learning of equipment. Thus application of the Industry 4.0 technologies 
enables to reach unprecedented level of production optimization and automation. 

The Industry 4.0 technologies enable to rapidly adapt equipment to changing working 
conditions (indoor variation in temperature, contamination in raw materials, etc.), forecast the 
process, identify weaknesses in asset profile, forecast equipment failures in advance, and many 
others. Using these technologies we improve resource and energy efficiency of production, 
reduce downtime and repair costs, improve industrial safety, facilitate operators’ performance, 
etc. 

However Industry 4.0 allows not only transforming the internal environment of the enterprise 
thus improving its productivity but also fundamentally changing relation to external 
environment. According to the expert forecasts, in the near future the Industry 4.0 technologies 
(mainly the Industrial Internet) will be an important means of horizontal and vertical 
integration of enterprises. Thanks to these technologies, not only machines within one 
enterprise but also several independent enterprises can exchange information. Moreover, 
other objects involved in manufacturing and logistical operations can be included in the 
network communication (e.g., transport facilities). The expansion of the Industry 4.0 
technologies will presumably have a strong impact on global value chains and dramatically 
change the competitive situation in nearly all markets of industrial products. A stiffer 
competition for consumers is expected in the times of Industry 4.0. New requirements will be 
imposed on the quality of products. The observance to the principles of sustainable 
development by enterprises and their suppliers will be essential for customers. 

 

Industry 4.0 for the chemical industry 

Currently, the Industry 4.0 technologies are successfully applied in many productive industries. 
Though electric power, transport and logistics, different sectors of machine building and food 
industries are regarded as the most promising for application of the Industry 4.0 technologies, 
they can be successfully used in the chemical industry as well. At the Global Chemicals Think 
Tank meeting which took place in New Haven (Connecticut, USA) in June 2016 it was stated that 
by now the Industry 4.0 technologies had already reached such level of cost and efficiency that 
their application in the chemical industry became feasible. According to the experts, the 
Industrial Internet technologies are high-potential for the chemical industry in terms of 
improvement of business performance and marketing of chemicals. 
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Portfolios of different companies supplying industrial equipment already contains solutions for 
the chemical industry based on application of the Industry 4.0 technologies (General Electric, 
Siemens, Honeywell, etc.).  

Moreover, the Enabling Industrie 4.0 working group, which tackles the issues of the Industrial 
Internet development, has been established under the User Association of Automation 
Technology in Process Industries (NAMUR) whose members are global manufacturers of 
chemicals (BASF, Bayer, Dow Chemical, Solvay, Clariant, and others). BASF takes an active part 
in digitalization of their production.  

It is also worth noting that currently the chemical industry is one of the most automated 
industries (in the world and particularly in Russia). Russian chemical companies widely use 
automatic process control systems (APCS) and management information systems (MIS).  

In very general terms, one can imagine the architecture of automated control systems at 
present-day manufacturing companies (including chemical) in the following hierarchical model: 

 

 

According to IT Director of GE Water & Process Technologies John Kochavatr, the introduction 
of the Industrial Internet technologies in enterprises allows to mitigate a break between APCS 
and hierarchically higher MIS (ERP, MES, MRP) and thus improve business management 
process. Harmonization of interaction of split-level management systems is ensured by the 
opportunities of Industrial Internet for collecting relevant information on operation of each 
step of production process and carrying out predictive analytics. The forecast of equipment 
failures and downtime and assessment of increase (or decrease) in demand for raw and other 
materials allow enhancing the enterprise resource planning (ERP). In the opinion of John 
Kochavatr, the systems based on Industrial Internet technologies estimating the consumption 
of raw materials can send signals directly to ERP system of suppliers of these raw materials 
(with a request on supply a definite volume at a certain time) enabling both a supplier and a 
customer to optimize their asset profile and personnel.  

Thus implementation of Industry 4.0 by no means abolishes existing enterprise automation 
systems but complement them and allows achieving a better operating efficiency. 

Besides, application of the Industry 4.0 technologies potentially allows improving industrial 
safety and product handling. It can be very important for the chemical industry. The 
advancement of Industrial Internet can be an effective means for compliance with the 
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requirements with the Technical Regulations on Safety of Chemical Products (coming into effect 
in 2021). 

The hindrances to wide spread of the Industry 4.0 technologies in the chemical industry as well 
as in other industries are concerns about cyber security and data security, lack of essential 
infrastructure and qualified specialists, and underdeveloped institutional framework. 

Technologies change the world 

To sum up, despite some difficulties in the nearest decade the Industry 4.0 technologies will be 
widely used in nearly all sectors of the global industry. The enterprises which do not apply the 
Industry 4.0 technologies will allegedly concede in the global competition with regard to both 
costs and product appeal for customers. For the chemical industry, which is technologically-
difficult and highly-competitive sector characterized by high technical and economic risks in 
view of hazardous production, positive effect from application of these technologies can be 
quite great. Moreover, it is evident that evaluation of the prospects of application of the 
Industry 4.0 technologies and drawing up recommendations for their promotion require 
considerable discussion with participation of representatives of chemical companies, suppliers 
of hardware and software, industry experts, and government officials.  

We offer to start the discussion at the Khimia 2017 international exhibition of chemical 
industry and science at Expocentre Fairgrounds (Moscow) on 23-26 October 2017. 

Welcome to the foresight session “Industry 4.0 technologies for chemical industry” which is 
to run as a part of the Khimia event program on 24 October 2017. 

More details>>> 
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